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Summary

Descriptions are presented of high-precision hinge and latch joints that have been co-developed, for application to deployable optical instruments, by NASA Langley Research Center and Nyma/ADF. Page-sized versions of engineering drawings are included in two appendices to describe all mechanical components of both joints. Procedures for assembling the mechanical components of both joints are also presented. The information herein is intended to facilitate the fabrication and assembly of the high-precision hinge and latch joints, and enable the incorporation of these joints into the design of deployable optical instrument systems.

Introduction

This report describes a zero freeplay, high-precision hinge joint and a zero freeplay, high-precision latch joint that have been co-developed, for application to deployable optical instruments, by NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) and Nyma/ADF. Details of the high-precision hinge joint are considered to be in the public domain, and therefore, the manufacture and use of this joint are unrestricted by either NASA or Nyma/ADF. However, the details of the high-precision latch joint have been submitted for protection under United States Patent (NASA LaRC Patent Disclosure No. LAR 15763-1), and therefore, the manufacture and use of the latch joint are subject to patent license restrictions.

Page-sized versions of the engineering drawings for the hinge joint are presented in Appendix A, and drawings for the latch joint are presented in Appendix B. In addition to describing the components of the high-precision hinge and latch joints, this report presents procedures for assembling these two joints.

High-Precision Hinge Joint

There are four NASA LaRC drawings included in Appendix A that show the hinge joint assembly and its components. The components of the hinge joint are shown on drawing LC-1168515 and consist of the bushing-bearing assembly, which is bonded into the lug to make up the lug assembly and mated to the clevis assembly via the press-fit pin. The lug and clevis components are considered to be part of the structure within which the hinge joint is installed, and it is assumed that these components are made of a composite laminate in order to establish a low CTE in the structure. However, the present paper provides only interface requirements between the lug and clevis and the various bearing components. No detailed design data is provided on the lug and clevis.

The Bushing-Bearing Assembly

The Bushing-Bearing Assembly (LC-1168492) consists of: a machined bearing bushing (LD-1168486-3); a machined bearing hub (LD-1168486-1); a commercially-available, matched pair of angular contact bearings (Miniature Precision Bearing P/N: S1418M, or equivalent); a machined bearing hub plate (LD-1168486-2); and a commercially-available, spiral retaining ring (Smalley Steel P/N: VH-112, or equivalent).

Fabrication. The bearing bushing (LD-1168486-3) is machined with a lip on the inside surface to retain the bearing hub assembly. This bushing is also machined to have a .0003” clearance fit between its inside diameter and the outside diameter of the angular contact bearings.
The surface prep on the inside and outside surfaces of the bearing bushing should be consistent with adhesive requirements of the lug assembly (bonded to the outside diameter of the bearing bushing) and the angular contact bearings (bonded to the inside diameter of the bearing bushing). The inside and outside surfaces of the bushing should be prepared for bonding prior to assembly of the bearing bushing assembly to eliminate the possibility of any etching solution seeping into the angular contact bearings, which could destroy the bearings.

All demonstration and test versions of the high-precision hinge joint fabricated to date have employed a light film of Loctite™ RC/609 to bond the angular contact bearings to the bearing bushing (and the bearing hub). This adhesive requires only a clean, machined surface (i.e., no etching). However, versions of this joint that have employed composite lug and clevis assemblies have required etching of the outside diameter of the bearing bushing to ensure proper adhesion to the composite material.

The bearing hub (LD-1168486-1) is machined to have a .0003” clearance fit between its outside diameter and the inside diameter of the angular contact bearings. A raised lip is machined on the hubs outer surface to retain the angular contact bearings and to react the preloading force applied to them by the bearing hub plate. The hole through the center of the hub is machined to provide a .0007” press fit with the press-fit pin (LC-1168516-1).

The surface prep on the outside diameter of the bearing hub should be consistent with adhesive requirements for the angular contact bearings. As mentioned, all versions of the high-precision hinge joint fabricated to date have employed a light film of Loctite™ RC/609 to bond the angular contact bearings to the bearing hub and bearing bushing, and the only prep required for this adhesive is a surface cleaning.

**Assembly.** Apply a light film of Loctite™ RC/609 (or equivalent) to the outer surface of the bearing hub. Verify that the alignment marks on the bearings (LC-1168492) are oriented properly per the manufacturer’s specifications, and slide the bearings on the hub until the inside race of the bearing contacts the raised lip on the hub.

Attach the bearing hub plate (LD-1168486-2) to the bearing hub using four no. 3-48 flat head screws. When these screws are tightened, the plate makes contact with the inter race of the angular contact bearing and properly preloads the bearings as recommended by the manufactures specifications. The proper preloading is achieved by machining the length of the bearing hub so there is approximately a .012” gap between the plate and the hub when the plate makes initial contact with the inter race of the bearing.

At this point, the hub and bearing assembly (See LD-1168492, Section A-A) is ready to be installed in the Bushing (LD-1168486-3). Apply a thin film of Loctite™ RC/609 (or equivalent) to the inside surface of the bushing and slide the hub and bearing assembly inside the bushing until the bearing race contacts the raised lip on the inside of the bushing. Install the spiral retaining ring in the groove machined in the bushing for this ring. The retaining ring provides additional restraint for the hub and bearing assembly.

**The Lug Assembly**

The lug assembly consists of the completed bushing-bearing assembly bonded into the lug. As mentioned previously, the lug is considered to be part of the structure within which the hinge joint is installed and is assumed to be made of a composite laminate. The physical dimensions of the lug are determined partially by interface requirements with the bushing-bearing assembly and partially by considerations derived from the design of the structure itself. The important
interface dimensions are the bore diameter of the hole in which the bushing-bearing assembly is bonded, and the thickness of the lug. Nominally, the lug should have the same thickness as the bearing bushing (LD-1168486-3), and the bore diameter of the hole should be approximately .010” larger than the outside diameter of the bearing bushing to allow adequate clearance for bonding adhesive. As mentioned previously, care should be taken when preparing the outside surface of the bushing for bonding into the lug so that the etching solution does not seep into the angular contact bearings. This solution could destroy the bearings.

The Clevis Assembly

The clevis assembly consists of a “U” shaped clevis with holes in each arm, into which metal bushings (LD-1168486-4) are bonded. Just like the lug, the clevis is considered to be part of the structure within which the hinge joint is installed and is assumed to be made of a composite laminate. The physical dimensions of the clevis are determined partially by interface requirements with the bushings and partially by considerations derived from the design of the structure itself. The important interface dimensions are the bore diameter of the hole in which the bushings are bonded, and the thickness of the clevis arms. Nominally, the clevis arms should have a slightly smaller thickness than the bushing (i.e., approximately .010” as shown in LC-1168515). This allows the pin to be pressed through the bushing without crushing or damaging the composite material of the clevis arms. (A more detailed description of this process is presented later in this report.) The bore diameter of the holes in the clevis arms should be approximately .010” larger than the outside diameter of the bushings to allow adequate clearance for the bonding adhesive.

The Press Fit Pin

Fabrication. The final assembly of the high-precision hinge joint is accomplished by inserting a press-fit pin through the clevis arm bushings and the bearing hub in the lug. The press fit pin (LC-1168516-1) is machined to have a .0007 press fit with bushings (LD-1168486-4) and the bearing hub (LD-1168486-1). To reduce weight, the pin is hollowed out with a 0.25Ó-diameter hole.

Assembly. Align the hole in the hub of the lug assembly with the holes in the bushings of the clevis assembly. Place shim stock, approximately .042 thick, between the hub and the inside surface of the metal bushings bonded in each leg of the composite clevis. This will allow the pin to be pressed through the bushing and hub without damaging the composite material. Press the pin (LC-1168516-1) through the clevis bushings and the hub until the pin is evenly spaced on each side of the outside of the bushings by approximately .070”.

High-Precision Latch Joint

There are ten NASA LaRC drawings included in Appendix B showing the high-precision latch joint and its components. The components consist of the tapered bearing latch half assembly, the locking mechanism assembly, and the lug latch half assembly as shown on drawing LD-1168497. The tapered bearing latch half (LD-1168468-1) and the lug latch half (LD-1168469) components of the latch joint can be considered to be part of the structure within which the latch joint is installed (like the lug and clevis of the high-precision hinge joint). The present paper provides detailed design data for both of these components that might be adequate
for some structural installations. However, modifications to the lug latch half and the tapered bearing latch half will probably be required for most structural installations.

**The Tapered Bearing Latch Half Assembly**

**Fabrication.** The Tapered Bearing Latch Half Assembly (LD-1168475-1) consists of a machined tapered bearing latch half (LD-1168468-1), a machined tapered bearing mount (LD-1168468-2), and a commercially available, tapered roller bearing (Timken P/N: A4050, or equivalent). There is a .499” diameter hole in the body of the tapered bearing latch half (LD-1168468-1) to provide a .001” press fit with the tapered bearing mount (LD-1168468-2). The tapered bearing latch half also has a threaded shaft for installation in the deployable structure. However, as mentioned previously, this detail might require modification for many structural installations.

**Assembly.** The tapered bearing mount is pressed into the tapered bearing latch half until the hex head of the bearing mount is flush with the top of the latch half as shown on LD-1168475-1. Position the hex head flat on the bearing mount, which is adjacent to the dowel pin (see LD-1168468-2), parallel with the side of the latch half body. With the bearing mount properly positioned, the tapered roller bearing is pressed onto the bearing mount so there is approximately .025” clearance between the top of the bearing and the inside surface of the latch half, as shown on LD-1168475-1. Shim stock is used to maintain this clearance. This press fit eliminates freeplay between components.

**The Locking Mechanism Assembly**

**Fabrication.** The Locking Mechanism Assembly (LD-1168487-1) consists of: a lock fitting mounting bracket (LD-1168482-1); two lock fittings (LC-1168506-1); two springs (Associate Spring P/N: CO240-029-0440, or equivalent); two shafts (LA-1168484-1); two 2-56 flat head screws; a bottom cap (LC-1168499-1); a bearing (Allied Devices Corp. P/N DE1D5, or equivalent); and a retaining ring (Truarc P/N: N5000-37, or equivalent).

**Assembly.** The lock fitting mounting bracket (LD-1168482-1) is the primary component for assembling the locking mechanism. It is counterbored on the inside to fit one end of each of the lock fitting springs. Each lock fitting (LC-1168506-1) is counterbored to fit the opposite end of the spring. These two lock fittings and the two springs are held in place, and allowed to rotate, by the two shafts (LC-1168484-1). The two shafts are lightly pressed through the .109” diameter holes in the mounting bracket and the lock fittings. The bottom cap (LC-1168499-1) is positioned on the inside of the mounting bracket with its two threaded tangs aligning with the two countersink holes on the out side of the mounting bracket. The bottom cap is held in place with two 2-56 flat head screws. The bottom cap is designed for mounting a bearing and holding the bearing in place with a retaining ring.

After the locking mechanism is assembled, it is attached to the tapered bearing mount on the tapered bearing latch half assembly with a 8-32 socket-head cap screw which fits through the center of the bearing mount (LD-1168475-1). The dowel pin in the bearing mount is aligned with the hole in the top of the lock fitting mounting bracket before the socket-head cap screw is tightened (LC-1168498). This locking mechanism assembly attached to the tapered bearing latch half assembly locks the two latch halves together (LD-1168497-1).
The Lug Latch Half Assembly

The Lug Latch Half Assembly (LD-1168475-2) consists of a lug latch half (LD-1168469-1) and a tapered bearing cup (Timken P/N: A4143, or equivalent). The lug latch half (LD-1168469-1) is similar to the tapered bearing latch half in that it has a threaded shaft for installation in the deployable structure. However, as mentioned previously, this detail might require modification for many structural installations.

There is a 1.379” diameter counterbore in the body of the lug latch half to provide a .001” press fit with the tapered bearing cup. The tapered raised surfaces on each side of the counterbore provide a surface for the spring loaded lock fittings to wedge against. The tapered bearing cup (Timken P/N: A4143, or equivalent) is pressed into the lug latch half counterbore until it is fully seated at the bottom of the counterbore, see LD-1168475-2. The press fit eliminates freeplay between the components.

Operation of the High-Precision Latch Joint

The two latch halves are locked together when the spring loaded lock fittings, in the locking mechanism, compress together enabling the locking mechanism to move through the circular opening of the lug latch half assembly (LD-1168497-1). As the spring loaded lock fittings clear the lip of the bearing cup they extend outward and engage the raised surfaces on the lug latch half (LD-1168497-1). The wedging action of the spring loaded lock fittings against these raised surfaces locks the latch halves together and establishes a lateral preload between the tapered roller bearing components.

The spring loaded lock fittings should not fully extend outward when they contact the raised surfaces on the lug latch half. Proper alignment and operation of the lock fittings are achieved when these fittings wedge against the raised surfaces of the lug latch half assembly without contacting any other surfaces of the latch assembly. This alignment and operation ensures that all preload applied by the springs within the lock fitting is transferred through the lock fittings to the raised surfaces of the lug latch half assembly.

Occasionally some adjustment in the alignment of the lock fittings may have to be made in order to obtain the proper wedging action. The adjustment can be achieved by increasing the .025” gap between the top of the tapered bearing and the inside surface of the latch half (LD-1168475-1), or by machining .002” to .005” off the top of the lock bracket (LD-1168482-1).

The latch halves can be separated using a special tool to depress the lock fittings. One such special tool can be made from a modified pair of needle nose pliers. These pliers have a spherical ended pin pressed through and welded to each jaw. The spherical end pins fit spherical indentation on the surfaces of the spring loaded lock fittings. Pressing the lock fittings together with the modified pliers unlocks the latch and the two latch halves can be separated.
Appendix A

Reference Drawings for High-Precision Hinge Joint

There are four archived NASA LaRC drawings which detail the design of the high-precision hinge joint. Page-size versions of these drawings are included herein for convenience. These drawings are:

- NASA LaRC No. LC-1168515: “Composite Lug-Clevis Bearing Assembly.”
- NASA LaRC No. LC-1168492: “Bushing-Bearing Assembly.”
- NASA LaRC No. LD-1168486: “Hub and Bushing Hardware.”
- NASA LaRC No. LC-1168516: “Clevis Pin.”
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Appendix B

Reference Drawings for High-Precision Latch Joint

There are ten archived NASA LaRC drawings which detail the design of the high-precision latch joint. Page-size versions of these drawings are included herein for convenience. These drawings are:

1. NASA LaRC No. LD-1168497: “Linear Latch Joint Mod. Assembly.”
2. NASA LaRC No. LD-1168475: “Bearing Latch Half & Lug Latch Half Assembly.”
5. NASA LaRC No. LD-1168487: “Lock Fitting Bracket Assembly Mod.”
7. NASA LaRC No. LC-1168498: “Bearing Mount and Lock Fitting Mod.”
8. NASA LaRC No. LC-1168506: “Lug Latch Half – Linear Latch.”
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